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Three Tips for Checking Whether a Medical Study Is
Legit or BS
Tools to help you learn to quickly sort out whether a paper is solid or shaky.
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***

You’ve just watched a video of a high-profile, Covid-sceptic speaker saying that shedding of
the spike protein from vaccinated people endangers those they come in close contact with.
You  want  to  find  out  more,  so  you  look  at  one  or  two  of  the  links  under  the  video  that
provide source material for what the speaker said. (Great those links are there; most videos
don’t have them.)

Or a friend who is a believer in the official narrative about Covid has sent you a news item
with a scary headline about the Indian ‘triple-mutation new variant.’ You’re pretty sure the
article is very misleading, so you want to check out the study it’s based on.

How can you find source material and — if and when you find it – try to quickly figure out
whether it’s legit?

Because there’s a huge, hot complicated mess of claims and counter-claims out there. And
unfortunately there’s misleading information coming from ‘experts’ on both sides of the
Covid divide.

And this isn’t unique to Covid. As Scott Adams — who created the Dilbert cartoon strip and
now is a pundit — points out in page 14 of his book Loserthink:

“One thing I can say with complete certainty is that it is a bad idea to trust
the majority of experts in any domain in which both complexity and large
amounts of money are involved.”

So I’ve put together three tips to help you quickly discern whether a medical
paper is meaningful or meaningless. I’ve distilled the tips from my decades of reading,
writing and editing scientific and medical papers.

Tip One: Is key information left out or hidden?

Tip Two: If the source material is a study about the effect of an intervention, does
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the study measure serious illness or death in humans, or is it on animals or
theoretical, test-tube models?

Tip  Three:  Does  the  study  contain  the  information  that  the  article  or  video
referring to it says it contains?
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